Minutes of Pre-Bid meeting held on 17.01.11 at 11.00 AM in connection with the work of “Hiring of HEMM for removal of OB, extraction and transportation of coal from Lohapatti Middle and Lohapatti Bottom seams at Lohapatti Colliery of W.J. Area”

Tender Notice No.97
NIT Ref. No. BCCL/GM(CMC)/F-HEMM-OS/2010/3833 dt.23.12.10

The representatives of the following two intending tenderers participated in the pre-bid meeting:
  i) M/s. SEL-GKC (JV).
  ii) M/s. IVRCL-SUSHEE Joint Venture

The intending tenderers were informed at the outset that pre-bid meeting is only for clarifications and no change/deviation in NIT will be permitted.

The intending tenderers were informed regarding some of the new clauses introduced in the tender document. They were advised to go through these clauses in addition to all other clauses of tender document meticulously before submitting the tender so that they fulfil all the criteria of the tender.

Subsequently, some query regarding status of land to be acquired by the Contractor for the patch was raised by the representative of one of the intending tenderers which was suitably clarified.

Sd/-  Sd/-  Sd/-  Sd/-
GM(CMC)  GM(Excvn)  GM(W.J Area)  CGM(F)